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Custom Guarding

www.mailletec.com/guardingwww.mailletec.com/guardquote

We manufacture custom chainmail 
solutions for a variety of industrial 
problems, including custom machine 
guarding. Our guards are easy to use, 
stay in place and keep the work piece 
in view. They stay up, so they'll be in
place during an incident .... or an 
inspection. 

GET GUARDED
Each guard is made to fit your 
machine exactly and can be
customised to your needs and 
setup. 



REPAIRING 
INSTEAD OF 
REPLACEING 
SAVES YOU 
MONEY!

Have optional access slits
allow the work piece to be
manipulated without moving
the guard.

Can be moved aside for
machine maintenance without
uninstalling.

Are so easy to use, once it goes
on there is no reason to take it
off.

KEEP YOUR
GUARD UP!

Chainmaille guards are rarely 
damaged by impacts. With coil 
guards the wires are bent and the 
curtain is deformed, which can lead 
to possible gaps in coverage. If your 
guard is damaged in regular use, we’ll 
repair it for the cost of shipping only.

At MailleTec we know that a guard 
only works if you use it. With that in 
mind, we designed our guards to be 
the most versatile and user friendly 
on the market. By being easy to use, 
accessible and quick to move around, 
they stay in place and get used 
everytime. Our guards are easy to see 
through so you can always keep your 
work in sight.

OUR GUARDS 



& OUR 
STRENGTH

Our mesh is made with over 7200
individually welded rings per sq.
foot and is incredibly strong and
puncture resistant. To penetrate,
a projectile needs to break one or
more rings, which significantly
reduces its energy. Even in the
case of a breakthrough, force is
reduced. 

Made from North American 304
stainless steel so it is rust and
weld spatter resistant

Flexible enough to allow any
size or shape of workpiece to
still be guarded.

Helps protect operators from 
projectiles as small as 1/8”.

 
 
 
 

OUR 
ADVANTAGES

Even in the event of a
breakthrough, a projectile’s
force will be reduced.

HELP KEEP 
PEOPLE SAFE

Chainmail still allows visibility
through the guard.

Unlike the competition, our
guards are repairable after an
incident, so there is no need
to completely replace them.



We are confident in our products, however 
given the range of potential applications, 

events and interactions they may be used in, 
all products and advice must be used at the 
customer’s own risk. MailleTec Industries Inc. 

does not guarantee the suitability of its
products for any specific purpose. It is the 

customer’s responsibility to ensure that any 
material or product purchased from MailleTec 

Industries Inc. has been thoroughly tested 
and is appropriate for their intended usage, is 

suitably installed and complies with safety 
standards, regulations and best practices. Any 

technical assistance is given without 
guarantee and should be independently 

confirmed by the customer where 
appropriate.

 
 
 
 
 

VERTICAL 
HEIGHT C:

DEPTH B:

WIDTH A:  

GET A QUOTE!CONTACT US
Bay #2 - 1881 Chaplin St W
Swift Current, SK S9H 0H4

306-778-4080
orders@mailletec.com

We specialise in solving niche
problems. If you have another
application that you think might
be a good fit for our chainmail
we'd love to hear from you!

From end to end on the long
side of the machine, including
any controls etc. 

Height of the machine, from
ground to installation point. 

The following measurements, any 
questions or requests, and pictures of 
the machine if possible to: 
orders@mailletec.com or 
call us at 1-306-778-4080.

SEND US.. .

From end to end on the
narrow side of the machine.


